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Zim Olson

• History
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• Affiliations
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• Goals

Zim’s Father and Mother, 

Gordon and Rosemary Olson.
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Zim (Kim) & Mother, 

Rosemary Olson

Family Home in Livonia Michigan

Zim (Kim) Olson 

and Grandfather, 

Dewey Olson
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Our First Family Dog Painting from 1964 Michigan State Fair

Zim,  Mother, Father at Colegio 

Americano, Mexico D.F.

Grade School

God and Country.

Boy Scout Program.

Rosedale Gardens 

Presbyterian 

Church

Livonia Michigan
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Zim Climbing Colorado Front 

Range 1981

Zim in 1973. 

University of 

Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, Michigan

CHARG Resource Center

Mom (2013) or 

Dad (2021) were 

unique and will not 

be replaced.
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Olson Retirement 

Home. Mostly 

Designed, 

Engineered, Built by 

Gordon Olson. San 

Carlos, Sonora, 

Mexico.

Zim Olson, in Denver 

Colorado Foothills, 

Front Range Park.

Zim Olson Associations

• CHARG Resource Center member 1989-2023

• Math Assoc. of America member 1996-Present

• American Math Assoc. member 1998-Present

• Oakland University Graduate – BS Computer 

Science, Minor Math 1979.

• University of Michigan, LS&A – 48 Credits, 

1972-1973.

• Registered Political Party – “Unaffiliated”

The Foursquare Christian Church

G-d The Same Yesterday, 

Today, Tomorrow.

With Jesus ALL Things are 

Possible.
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Thoughts on Education: 

During my undergrad days it was discussed and 

known that students of Mathematics and 

Computer Science, along with Liberal Arts 

training such as Science, Arts etc. had 

sometimes a tendency to go over the edge on 

contemporary knowledge paradigms. Then as in 

my case, I am a reader and believer in Bible 

Principals / Principles... And was a little over the 

edge myself to start with. A Christian Biblical 

summary of education, “You can tell a Tree by its 

Fruit”

Zim Olson Test Scores
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California Psychological Inventory
Spontaneity – Very High * Capacity for Status – 

High to Very High * Good Impression  - High * 

Intellectual Efficiency – High * Achievement 

Motivation in Independence – High * Flexibility – 

High * Tolerance – High * Achievement 

Motivation in Conformity – Bottom of Scale * 

Dominance – Average * Responsibility – Average 

* Self Acceptance – Below Average * 

Socialization – Very, Very Low * Self Control – 

Below Average * Friendliness – Average * Well 

Being – Below Average * Masculinity – Average.

Testimonies from Zim Olson

 

Like I told a guy at the Bus stop yesterday, " We all 

have answers, but are always forgetting the question" 

and " Everybody is right, because everybody is also 

always wrong", so then what are you supposed to do? 

and "Jesus has the Answer/ Question". See you all at 

Sunday Service.... At the same bus stop I recently 

talked to a retired captain of a submarine stationed 

during the Iraq war. This has inspired me to send out 

emails to Math Departments of Universities throughout 

US with my presentations introducing my work  

attached in PDFs. … I declined an offer to enlist in Air 

Force by a recruiter in 1975. Reflecting on this 

afterward I thought I would do better on my own.
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Zacharias asked me after Ruth's Bible study today, 

"How is your church doing?". I told my wife, Susan, 

and Zacharias, "You can run, but you cannot hide. 

You cannot hide behind, Science, Education, 

Government, Finances, Religion". So come out from 

under your rock and come to church.

G-d gives us Principal Heavenly images and 

information. However no basis of any kind of pseudo 

equality is given here. Jesus enables a pseudo 

Earthly and Heavenly express-ability.

Does it make sense to ask this question; How do you 

know you can add two and two and get four? For 

anything. With Zim Mathematics it is documented 

that all object(s) express-able as principal object(s) 

one and/or zero, are feasible.  Giving new rule, If you 

don't want to know, don't ask.

A Better or Dominant express-able object(s) no longer 

of relevance to anyone or anything.

Religious Discussion at Dinner in El Fuerte, Mexico.

After waiting long time for dinner at restaurant, it 

was finally served. I said to us at the table, it is good 

we believed and accepted in Dinner, or we may not 

have gotten this dinner. And It is important to believe 

in important things. Like dinner. Others had frown on 

their faces. Dad tried to control his smile. I thought I 

would add that many consider desert a debatable 

matter, however. After dinner we all ordered desert. 

We had flaming banana and chocolate crepes! No 

complaints about desert either.

All those flies could be right and actually know a way, 

and truth giving eternal life and Salvation! But I don't 

know how either? NASA  may not always be the 

Babylonian Nimrods of modern era and actually 

someday determine a Principal outcome/destination. 

Science may give up conjuring true statements and 

actually realize Truth from the True Vine. Maybe 

Humanity will stop using Beelzebub as their dictionary 

source and utilize the Father, Son and Holy ghost for 

their understanding. Science as Expressed, is 

glorified Witchcraft. Tarzan should not be the only one 

concerned about finding the "True Vine”! … Sunday 

Service(s) every Sunday. Jesus said "You can tell a 

tree by its fruit”
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At the bus stop for the #21, there is an 

advertisement promoting a recognized faith stating " 

We are all from the same vine and all the fruit and 

leaves of this" . Last night I realized this is a very 

well recognized and also very true statement. All 

Earth and all on Earth are G-d's creation and we are 

all some image(s) of this creation of G-d. And we are 

all destined for the same proverbial toilet as this 

recognized creation has or will end up in. Although 

G-d provides us an excellent source of information, 

this source does not provide sufficient information 

for principal/heaven AND Earth knowledge 

paradigms.

Waiting for the #40 bus I spotted one of the ads on the 

bus which was obviously government sponsored. They 

were using mathematical terms to support their point. 

My immediate reaction was that the government 

should be banned from using mathematical terms as 

well as religious terms.  If for no other reason than 

their evidenced chronic misuse of these concepts and 

terms. Violating the well known separations of the 

church and state by using principal and/or partial 

and/or open domains implicitly and explicitly to justify 

their rationales, laws & initiatives… Now our 

Government(s) push a pseudo sexual equality and 

another answer with out the question for our pseudo 

expressed friends. 

"It seems to me the Jewish segment believes they can 

figure it all out, as they have access to the "Source", 

which they do. They may not be concerned or even 

believe in a heaven or hell. Jesus knew better, as it is 

clearly apparent to many of us, humanity is going 

know where and are in a direct route to hell. Many in 

those days thought Jesus was a little Meshuga or 

crazy. Jesus may have thought this is true, but that 

these people are thousands of times more meshuga 

than he was. Jesus as Savior, gave us the necessary 

information to attain eternal life or principal express-

ability on Earth/Heaven."

The Judeo knowledge methodology gave us the 

principal expression of expression(s) (Tree of 

Knowledge of Good and Evil), Humanities 

contemporary source to viable information.  This has 

resulted in more information than Earth can utilize. 

Jesus observed 2,000 years ago with expressions of 

expression(s) of expression(s) that as Moses noted in 

the old testament, this was nothing but a minor 

variation in mankind’s prior utilizations of Tree of 

Knowledge and Good and Evil, producing same old 

results of terminal serie(s)/event(s) as expressed. 

Yeshua made available Principal/Principle knowledge.
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An important message I receive from the Bible and 

Jesus Ministry as described in the New Testament, 

comes from the Historical context of when this was 

all written.  Israel was currently under conquest by 

the Romans, after a long conquest by  the Babylonians 

centuries prior. Greek knowledge and philosophy 

prevalent but clearly falling short and looked like it 

was not going to get anybody where they needed to 

go. The Jewish Pharisees didn’t appear to be getting 

any wiser or smarter over the centuries.  Any body 

taking a moment to regard any of this could figure, no 

body  or anything is getting off the planet alive, as 

expressed. Knowledge systems weren’t  going to do it!

“An apparent concern I hear on Christian TV and Radio 

is a discrepancy between the Old testament  / New 

testament. Old / New covenant. And any relevance to 

male/female issues as pertains to our contemporary 

political climate. I hear quantitative verbality with 

content that old is not relevant to new covenant. Is 

“Obsolete” etc.  This is not explaining the covenant of 

Jesus as I understand it. G-d/Jesus is said to be able 

raise children of Abraham from the Rocks.  He has made 

available to Earth/Mankind Functional AND for any 

object and/or object(s). Those talking of an obsolete 

covenant are talking about something else or another 

partial outcome and the same curse in different form.”

The pseudo  political notions of I am real, you are real, 

we all must be real provides no value or value of 

reality. The only political measure of reality is provided 

by the Uni-versal Freedoms and express-ability as 

stated in the US Constitution.

Jesus as the Trinity as other forms or object(s) has no 

basis in principal express-ability. Another Jesus has 

basis in only an ownership of this and pseudo or partial 

express-ability, otherwise known as the source to the 

Anti Christ.

Jesus took ownership & name on Earth within Principal 

Express-ability only, or as the Trinity of Father, Son, and 

Holy Ghost. Our savior, healer, counselor, etc.

Systems Principal Ownership Name For Jesus
 

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_)(1,0) = ___.

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_)(1,0) = ___,___.

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_)(1,0) = ___,___... ___.

Systems Earthly Ownership of Names.
 

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_) (___)               = Joe(A-Z).

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_) (___,___)          = Joe(A-Z).

Every(_)Any(_)Some(_)Non(_) (___,___... ___) = Joe(A-Z).
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Jesus life on Earth is said in the Bible to have paid 

the debt of Humanity's sin, Historical/Non-Historical. 

This can be Mathematically documented as the 

completed (Paid) Partial Knowledge Systems (Debt) 

utilized by Mankind, Historical/Non-Historical. This 

Partial Knowledge system (Debt) as expressed gives 

a Earth sin system with corresponding outcomes of 

series/events. The completed or paid debt by Jesus 

enabled a Human knowledge system of Principal 

express-ability.

Jesus  Life AND/OR Death

Completely expressed 

Heavenly AND/Or Earthly 

Life of Jesus enabled for 

Humanity ownership of 

Heaven AND Earthly 

Knowledge Kingdom as 

Principal Object(s); 1,0, 

1+0, 1AND/Or 0.

Jesus took earthly 

ownership only, as 

Principal Express-

ability within all 

express-able 

domains. Giving a 

principal life/non-

life. The only Earth 

and/or Heaven 

Truth machine ever, 

was Jesus. 

Showing a path of 

express-ability to 

Earth/Heaven.

I Mailed the US Department of Defense, Secretary of 

Defense my Zim Mathematics Introductions and 

Complete Content in Blu Ray and DVD discs. In a 

letter to them I said "In this content I have given you 

a thousand years of ammunition." The US and allies 

may have kicked Hitler’s butt and the Japan Rising 

Sun in 1945. But the real enemy was left standing, 

alive and well, Satan. As described in the Bible by 

Jesus, Paving the road to Heaven after Freezing H-ll 

over on Earth is our primary and principal goal 

available to Humanity. Fleshing the Bible 

Documentation with Zim Mathematics is a very 

useful outcome of my work.
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I have not witnessed any Truth machines floating 

around Earth in my 65 years to-date. Some GREAT 

preachers, sermons, healers, deliverance ministers, 

Zim Mathematicians, NO Truth Machines however. 

No need. Yeshua did all this. No more Additional 

Truth / Truth Machines needed or of any usefulness.

In the Bible Apostle Paul spoke often on the 

importance of protecting and building the Church. 

Jesus spoke more often on importance of organizing 

and building Earthly/Heavenly express-ability, the 

availability of Truth on Earth/Heaven.

When will Jesus Return?

As Principal Object 

and/or Object(s)
 

(1)=(0)=(1+0)

There are at least 47 

Billion ways to phrase 

this question. A good 

Question AND/Or Answer 

to this Pseudo 1 or 0 

Question could be when 

is the Trinity the Trinity?

The Lord’s Prayer in System(s) Mathematics

Our Father who art in heaven 

hallowed be thy name;

(1) + - × ÷  =  (0) + - × ÷  = 

(1+0) + - × ÷  =  (1,0) + - × ÷  

Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done 

on earth as it is in heaven.

(1) +, -, ×, ÷  =  (0) +, -,×, ÷  = 

(1+0) +, -, ×, ÷  =  (1,0) +, -, ×, ÷  

Give us this day our daily Bread.

Y(A,B) + - × ÷ => X(1,0,Y(A,B) +, -, ×, ÷)

Forgive us for our sins, 

X(1,0,Y(A,B) +, -, ×, ÷)  + - × ÷ => Y(1,0))

As we forgive those who sin against us.

W(A,B,Y(1,0) + - × ÷) => W(1,0)

… The Lord’s Prayer in System(s) Mathematics

 Lead us not into temptation

X(1,0,Y(A,B)) + - × ÷ 

But deliver us from evil.

X(1,0,Y(A,B) +, -, ×, ÷) + - × ÷ => Y(1,0))

For thine is the Kingdom, the Power, 

and the Glory, forever and ever.

F(1,0) =  ___, ___, …___
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Zim Math documents 

Jesus on Earth AND 

Heaven as principal 

object(s) 1=0=1+0 

making every object 

and/or object(s) express-

able as such. This also 

enables object(s) 

express-able as 

complete systems AND 

or + giving Jesus as Lord, 

Ruler, Judge, Warrior on 

Earth as described in  

Revelations of the Bible.

Goals for Zim Math in 2019-2024
 

• Clarify Axiomatic Nature of Systems Math

• Object(s)  Express-ability

• Creative Origins and their Pseudo Derivations

• Math Art and Object(s), and their Creative 

Documentation

• Object(s) and Derivations of Truth

• Spiritual Object(s)

Background Music:

“Afternoon Sun” and “Spin”

                 

Provided with 
 

Adobe Video Editing Software

Thank You!
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